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Finding maximal quasiperiodicities in strings
Gerth Stølting Brodal∗ Christian N. S. Pedersen∗
Abstract
Apostolico and Ehrenfeucht defined the notion of a maximal quasiperi-
odic substring and gave an algorithm that finds all maximal quasiperiodic
substrings in a string of length n in time O(n log2 n). In this paper we
give an algorithm that finds all maximal quasiperiodic substrings in a
string of length n in time O(n logn) and space O(n). Our algorithm uses
the suffix tree as the fundamental data structure combined with efficient
methods for merging and performing multiple searches in search trees.
Besides finding all maximal quasiperiodic substrings, our algorithm also
marks the nodes in the suffix tree that have a superprimitive path-label.
1 Introduction
Characterizing and finding regularities in strings are important problems in
many areas of science. In molecular biology repetitive elements in chromo-
somes determine the likelihood of certain diseases. In probability theory reg-
ularities are important in the analysis of stochastic processes. In computer
science repetitive elements in strings are important in e.g. data compression,
speech recognition, coding, automata and formal language theory.
A widely studied regularity in strings are consecutive occurrences of the
same substring. Two consecutive occurrences of the same substring is called
an occurrence of a square or a tandem repeat. This type of regularity was first
studied by Thue [27, 28] at the beginning of this century. Thue showed that
it is possible to construct arbitrary long strings over any alphabet of more
than two characters that contain no squares. Since then a lot of work has
been done to develop efficient methods to detect or count squares in strings.
Several methods [12, 20, 25] have been presented that determine if a string of
length n contains a square in time O(n). Several methods [6, 9, 11, 18, 19, 26]
have been presented that find occurrences of squares in a string of length n in
time O(n log n) plus the time it takes to output the detected squares. Recently
∗Basic Research In Computer Science (BRICS), Center of the Danish National Re-
search Foundation, Department of Computer Science, University of Aarhus, Ny Munkegade,
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two methods [15, 17] have been presented that find a compact representation
of all squares in a string of length n in time O(n).
A way to describe the regularity of an entire string in terms of repetitive
substrings is the notion of a periodic string. Gusfield [14, page 40] defines
string S as periodic if it can be constructed by concatenations of a shorter
string α. The shortest string from which S can be generated by concatena-
tions is the period of S. A string that is not periodic is primitive. Some regu-
larities in strings cannot be characterized efficiently using periods or squares.
To remedy this, Ehrenfeucht, as referred in [3], suggested the notation of
a quasiperiodic string. A string S is quasiperiodic if it can be constructed
by concatenations and superpositions of a shorter string α. We say that α
covers S. Several strings might cover S. The shortest string that covers S
is the quasiperiod of S. A covering of S implies that S contains a square,
so by the result of Thue not all strings are quasiperiodic. A string that is
not quasiperiodic is superprimitive. Apostolico, Farach and Iliopoulos [5] pre-
sented an algorithm that finds the quasiperiod of a given string of length n in
time O(n). This algorithm was simplified and made on-line by Breslauer [8].
Moore and Smyth [24] presented an algorithm that finds all substrings that
covers a given string of length n in time O(n).
Similar to the period of a string, the quasiperiod of a string describes a
global property of the string, but quasiperiods can also be used to characterize
substrings. Apostolico and Ehrenfeucht [4] introduced the notion of maximal
quasiperiodic substrings of a string. Informally, a quasiperiodic substring γ
of S with quasiperiod α is maximal if no extension of γ can be covered by α
or αa, where a is the character following γ in S. Apostolico and Ehrenfeucht
showed that the maximal quasiperiodic substrings of S correspond to path-
labels of certain nodes in the suffix tree of S, and gave an algorithm that finds
all maximal quasiperiodic substrings of a string of length n in time O(n log2 n)
and space O(n log n). The algorithm is based on a bottom-up traversal of the
suffix tree in which maximal quasiperiodic substrings are detected at the nodes
in the suffix tree by maintaining various data structures during the traversal.
The general structure of the algorithm resembles the structure of the algorithm
by Apostolico and Preparata [6] for finding tandem repeats.
In this paper we present an algorithm that finds all maximal quasiperiodic
substrings in a string of length n in time O(n log n) and space O(n). Simi-
lar to the algorithm by Apostolico and Ehrenfeucht, our algorithm finds the
maximal quasiperiodic substrings in a bottom-up traversal of the suffix tree.
The improved time and space bound is a result of using efficient methods for
merging and performing multiple searches in search trees, combined with ob-
serving that some of the work done, and data stored, by the Apostolico and
Ehrenfeucht algorithm is avoidable. The analysis of our algorithm is based
on a stronger version of the well known “smaller-half trick” used in the algo-
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rithms in [6, 11, 26] for finding tandem repeats. The stronger version of the
“smaller-half trick” is hinted at in [22, Exercise 35] and stated in Lemma 6.
In [23, Chapter 5] it is used in the analysis of finger searches, and in [9] it is
used in the analysis and formulation of an algorithm to find all maximal pairs
with bounded gap in a string.
Recently, and independent of our work, Iliopoulos and Mouchard in [16] re-
ported to have an algorithm for finding all maximal quasiperiodic substrings
in a string of length n. They stated the running time of the algorithm to
be O(n log n). Their algorithm differs from our algorithm as it does not use
the suffix tree as the fundamental data structure, but uses the partitioning
technique used by Crochemore [11] combined with several other data struc-
tures. Our algorithm together with the algorithm by Iliopoulos and Mouchard
show that finding maximal quasiperiodic substrings in a string can be done
in two different ways similar to the difference between the algorithms by
Crochemore [11] and Apostolico and Preparata [6] for finding tandem repeats.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define
the preliminaries used in the rest of the paper. In Section 3 we state and
prove properties of quasiperiodic substrings and suffix trees. In Section 4 we
state and prove results about efficient merging of and searching in height-
balanced trees. In Section 5 we stated our algorithm to find all maximal
quasiperiodic substrings in a string. In Section 6 we analyze the running
time of our algorithm and in Section 7 we show how the algorithm can be
implemented to use linear space.
2 Definitions
In the following we let S,α, β, γ ∈ Σ∗ denote strings over some finite alpha-
bet Σ. We let |s| denote the length of S, S[i] the ith character in S for
1 ≤ i ≤ |S|, and S[i .. j] = S[i]S[i + 1] · · · S[j] a substring of S. A string α
occurs in a string γ at position i if α = γ[i .. i+ |α| − 1]. We say that γ[j], for
all i ≤ j ≤ i+ |α| − 1, is covered by the occurrence of α at position i.
A string α covers a string γ if every position in γ is covered by an oc-
currence of α. See Figure 1. Note that if α covers γ then α is both a prefix
and a suffix of γ. A string is quasiperiodic if it can be covered by a shorter
string. A string is superprimitive if it is not quasiperiodic, that is, if it cannot
γ
} α
Figure 1: A covering of a string γ by a substring α of γ.
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be covered by a shorter string. A superprimitive string α is a quasiperiod of
a string γ if α covers γ. In Lemma 1 we show that if α is unique, and α is
therefore denoted the quasiperiod of γ.
The suffix tree T (S) of the string S is the compressed trie of all suffixes of
the string S$, where $ /∈ Σ. Each leaf in T (S) represents a suffix S[i .. n] of S
and is annotated with the index i. We refer to the set of indices stored at the
leaves in the subtree rooted at node v as the leaf-list of v and denote it LL(v).
Each edge in T (S) is labelled with a nonempty substring of S such that the
path from the root to the leaf annotated with index i spells the suffix S[i .. n].
We refer to the substring of S spelled by the path from the root to node v as
the path-label of v and denote it L(v).
For a node v in T (S) we partition LL(v) = (i1, i2, . . . , ik), ij < ij+1 for
1 ≤ j < k, into a sequence of disjoint subsequences R1, R2, . . . , Rr, such that
each R` is a maximal subsequence ia, ia+1, . . . , ib, where ij+1 − ij ≤ |L(v)| for
a ≤ j < b. Each R` is denoted a run at v and represents a maximal substring
of S that can be covered by L(v), i.e. L(v) covers S[minR` .. |L(v)| − 1 +
maxR`], and we say that R` is a run from minR` to |L(v)| − 1 + maxR`. A
run R` at v is said to coalesce at v if R` contains indices from at least two
children of v, i.e. if for no child w of v we have R` ⊆ LL(w). We use C(v) to
denote the set of coalescing runs at v.
3 Maximal quasiperiodic substrings
If S is a string and γ = S[i .. j] a substring covered by a shorter string α =
S[i .. i+|α|−1], then γ is quasiperiodic and we describe it by the triple (i, j, |α|).
A triple (i, j, |α|) describes a maximal quasiperiodic substring of S, in the
following abbreviated MQS, if the following requirements are satisfied.
1. γ = S[i .. j] is quasiperiodic with quasiperiod α.
2. If α covers S[i′ .. j′], where i′ ≤ i ≤ j ≤ j′, then i′ = i and j′ = j.
3. αS[j + 1] does not cover S[i .. j + 1].
The problem we consider in this paper is for a string S to generate all triples
(i, j, |α|) that describe MQSs. This problem was first studied by Apostolico
and Ehrenfeucht in [4]. In the following we state important properties of
quasiperiodic substrings which are essential to the algorithm to be presented.
Lemma 1 Every quasiperiodic string γ has a unique quasiperiod α.
Proof. Assume that γ is cover by two distinct superprimitive strings α and β.
Since α and β are prefixes of γ we can without loss of generality assume that α
is a proper prefix of β. Since α and β are suffixes of γ, then α is also a proper
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suffix of β. Since α and β cover γ, and α is a prefix and suffix of β it follows
that α covers β, implying the contradiction that β is not superprimitive. 2
Lemma 2 If γ occurs at position i and j in S, and 1 ≤ j − i ≤ |γ|/2, then γ
is quasiperiodic.
Proof. Let α be the prefix of γ of length |γ|−(j− i), i.e. α = S[i .. i+ |γ|−(j−
i)−1] = S[j .. i+|γ|−1]. Since j−i ≤ |γ|/2 implies that i−1+|v|−(j−i) ≥ j−1,
we conclude that α covers γ. 2
Lemma 3 If the triple (i, j, |α|) describes a MQS in S, then there exists a
non-leaf node in the suffix tree T (S) with path-label α.
Proof. Assume that α covers the quasiperiodic substring S[i .. j] and that no
node in T (S) has path-label α. Since all occurrences of α in S are followed
by the same character a = S[i+ |α|], αa must cover S[i .. j + 1], contradicting
the maximality requirement 3. 2
Lemma 4 If γ is a quasiperiodic substring in S with quasiperiod α and u is
a non-leaf node in the suffix tree T (S) with path-label γ, then there exists an
ancestor node v of u in T (S) with path-label α.
Proof. Since u is a non-leaf node in T (S) of degree at least two, there exist
characters a and b such that both γa and γb occur in S. Since α is a suffix
of γ we then have that both αa and αb occur in S, i.e. there exist two suffixes
of S having respectively prefix αa and αb, implying that there exists a node v
in T (S) with L(v) = α. Since α is also a prefix of γ, node v is an ancestor
node of u in T (S). 2
Lemma 5 If v is a node in the suffix tree T (S) with a superprimitive path-
label α, then the triple (i, j, |α|) describes a MQS in S if and only if there is a
run R from i to j that coalesces at v.
Proof. Let (i, j, |α|) describe a MQS in S and assume that the run R ∈ C(v)
from i and j does not coalesce at v. Then there exists a child v′ of v in
T (S) such that R ⊆ LL(v′). The first symbol along the edge from v to v′ is
a = S[i+ |α|]. Every occurrence of α in R is thus followed by a, i.e. αa covers
S[i .. j+1]. This contradicts the maximality requirement 3 and shows the “if”
part of the theorem.
Let R be a coalescing run from i to j at node v, i.e. L(v) = α covers
S[i .. j], and let a = S[j + 1]. To show that (i, j, |α|) describes a MQS in S
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it is sufficient to show that αa does not cover S[i .. j + 1]. Since R coalesces
at v, there exists a minimal i′′ ∈ R such that αa does not occur in S at
position i′′. If i′′ = i = minR then αa cannot cover S at position i′′ since it by
the definition of R cannot occur any position ` in S satisfying i−|α| ≤ ` ≤ i. If
i′′ 6= i = minR then αa occurs at minR and maxR, i.e. there exists i′, i′′′ ∈ R,
such that i′ < i′′ < i′′′, αa occurs at i′ and i′′′ in S, and αa does not occour at
any position ` in S satisfying i′ < ` < i′′′. To conclude that (i, j, |α|) describes
a MQS we only have to show that S[i′′′ − 1] is not covered by the occourence
of αa at position i′, i.e. i′′′−i′ > |α|+1. By Lemma 2 follows that i′′−i′ > |α|/2
and i′′′ − i′′ > |α|/2, so i′′′ − i′ ≥ |α| + 1. Now assume that i′′′ − i′ = |α| + 1.
This implies that |α| is odd and that i′′ − i′ = i′′′ − i′′ = (|α| + 1)/2. Using
this we get
a = S[i′ + |v|] = S[i′′ + (|v| − 1)/2] = S[i′′′ + (|v| − 1)/2] = S[i′′ + |v|] 6= a .
This contradiction shows that (i, j, |α|) describes a MQS and shows the “only
if” part of the theorem. 2
Theorem 1 Let v be a non-leaf node in T (S) with path-label α. Since v is
a non-leaf node in T (S) there exists i1, i2 ∈ LL(v) such that S[i1 + |α|] 6=
S[i2 + |α|]. The path-label α is quasiperiodic if and only if there exists an
ancestor node u 6= v of v in T (S) with path-label β that for ` = 1 or ` = 2
satisfies the following two conditions.
1. Both i` and i` + |α| − |β| belong to a coalescing run R at u, and
2. for all i′, i′′ ∈ LL(u), |i′ − i′′| > |β|/2.
Proof. If α is superprimitive, then no string β covers α, i.e. there exists no
node u in T (S) where C(u) includes a run containing both i` and i`+ |α|− |β|
for ` = 1 or ` = 2. If α is quasiperiodic, then we argue that the quasiperiod β
of α satisfies 1 and 2. Since β is superprimitive, 2 is satisfied by Lemma 2.
Since β is the quasiperiod of α, we by Lemma 4 have that β is the path-label
of a node u in T (S). Since β = S[i1 .. i1 + |β|−1] = S[i2 .. i2 + |β|−1] = S[i1 +
|α|−|β| .. i1 + |α|−1] = S[i2 + |α|−|β| .. i2 + |α|−1] and S[i1 + |α|] 6= S[i2 + |α|]
then either S[i1+|α|] 6= S[i1+|β|] or S[i2+|α|] 6= S[i2+|β|], which implies that
either i1 and i1 + |α| − |β| are in a coalescing run at u, or i2 and i2 + |α| − |β|
are in a coalescing run at u. 2
Theorem 2 A triple (i, j, |α|) describes a MQS in S if and only if the follow-
ing three requirements are satisfied
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Figure 2: A height-balanced tree.
2. The path-label α is superprimitive.
3. There exists a coalescing run R from i to j at v.
Proof. The theorem follows directly from the definition of MQS, Lemma 3 and
Lemma 5. 2
4 Searching and merging height-balanced trees
In this section we consider various operations on height-balanced binary trees,
e.g. AVL-trees [1], and present an extension of the well-known “smaller-half
trick” which implies a non-trivial bound on the time it takes to perform a
sequence of operations on height-balanced binary trees. This bound is essen-
tial to the running time of our algorithm for finding maximal quasiperiodic
substrings to be presented in the next section.
A height-balanced tree is a binary search tree where each node stores an
element from a sorted list, such that for each node v, the elements in the left
subtree of v are smaller than the element at v, and the elements in the right
subtree of v are larger than the element at v. A height-balanced tree satisfies
that for each node v, the heights of the left and right subtree of v differ by at
most one. Figure 2 shows a height-balanced tree with 15 elements. A height-
balanced tree with n elements has height O(log n), and element insertions,
deletions, and membership queries can be performed in time O(log n), where
updates are based on performing left and right rotations in the tree. We refer
to [2] for further details.
For a sorted list L = (x1, . . . , xn) of n distinct elements, and an element x
and a value δ, we define the following functions which capture the notation of
predecessors and successors of an element, and the notation of ∆-predecessors


















30 35 42 49
14 21
Figure 3: An extended height-balanced tree. Each node with at least one
child is annotated with min (left), max (right) and max-gap (bottom). The
emphasized path is the search path for ∆-Pred(T, 4, 42)
the tail of a coalescing run.
pred(L, x) = max{y ∈ L | y ≤ x} ,
succ(L, x) = min{y ∈ L | y ≥ x} ,
max-gap(L) = max{0, x2 − x1, x3 − x2, . . . , xn − xn−1} ,
∆-pred(L, δ, x) = min{y ∈ L | y ≤ x ∧ max-gap(L ∩ [y, x]) ≤ δ} ,
∆-succ(L, δ, x) = max{y ∈ L | y ≥ x ∧ max-gap(L ∩ [x, y]) ≤ δ} .
If L = (5, 7, 13, 14, 17, 21, 25, 30, 31), then pred(L, 20) = 17, succ(L, 20) = 21,
max-gap(L) = 13 − 7 = 6, ∆-pred(L, 4, 20) = 13, and ∆-succ(L, 4, 20) = 25.
Note that pred(L, x) = ∆-pred(L, 0, x) and succ(L, x) = ∆-succ(L, 0, x).
In this section we consider an extension of hight-balanced trees where each
node v in addition to key(v), height(v), left(v), right(v), and parent(v), which
respectively stores the element at v, the height of the subtree Tv rooted at v,
pointers to the left and right children of v and a pointer to the parent node
of v, also stores the following information: previous(v) and next(v) are pointers
to the nodes which store the immediate predecessor and successor elements of
key(v) in the sorted list, min(v) and max(v) are pointers to the nodes storing
the smallest and largest elements in the subtree rooted at v, and max-gap(v)
is the value of max-gap applied to the list of all elements in the subtree Tv
rooted at v. The extended height-balanced tree for the tree in Figure 2 is
shown in Figure 3 (previous and next pointers are omitted in the figure).
If v has a left child v1, min(v) points to min(v1). Otherwise min(v) points
to v. Symmetrically, if v has a right child v2, max(v) points to max(v2).
Otherwise max(v) points to v. If v stores element e and has a left child v1 and
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a right child v2, then max-gap(v) can be computed as
max-gap(v) = max{0,max-gap(v1),max-gap(v2),
key(v)− key(max(v1)), key(min(v2))− key(v)} . (1)
If v1 and/or v2 do not exist, then the expression is reduced by removing the
parts of the expression involving the missing nodes/node. The equation can be
used to recompute the information at nodes being rotated when rebalancing
a height-balanced search tree. Similar to the function max-gap(L) and the
operation max-gap(v), we can define and support the function min-gap(L)
and the operation min-gap(v).
The operations we consider supported for an extended height-balanced
tree T are the following, where e1, . . . , ek denotes a sorted list of k distinct
elements. The output of the four last operations is a list of k pointers to
nodes in T containing the answer to each search key ei.
• MultiInsert(T, e1, . . . , ek) inserts (or merges) the k elements into T .
• MultiPred(T, e1, . . . , ek) for each ei finds pred(T, ei).
• MultiSucc(T, e1, . . . , ek) for each ei finds succ(T, ei).
• Multi-∆-Pred(T, δ, e1, . . . , ek) for each ei finds ∆-pred(T, δ, ei).
• Multi-∆-Succ(T, δ, e1, . . . , ek) for each ei finds ∆-succ(T, δ, ei).
We merge two height-balanced trees T and T ′, |T | ≥ |T ′|, by inserting the
elements in T ′ into T , i.e. MultiInsert(T, e1, e2, . . . , ek) where e1, e2, . . . , ek are
the elements in T ′ in sorted order. The following theorem states the running
time of the operations.
Theorem 3 Each of the operations MultiInsert, MultiPred, MultiSucc, Multi-
∆-Pred, and Multi-∆-Succ can be performed in time O(k ·max{1, log(n/k)}),
where n is the size of the tree and k the number elements to be inserted or
searched for.
Proof. If k ≥ n, then we can in time O(n) convert T to a linear list and answer
all multi-queries by performing a linear scan of the list of elements from T and
the list (e1, . . . , ek). MultiInsert can be performed in time O(n) by merging the
two lists and building a new height-balanced tree. In the following we without
loss of generality assume k ≤ n.
Brown and Tarjan in [10] show how to merge two (standard) height-
balanced trees in time O(k ·max{1, log(n/k)}), especially their algorithm per-
forms k top-down searches in time O(k ·max{1, log(n/k)}). Since a search for
an element e either finds the element e or the predecessor/successor of e it
follows that MultiPred and MultiSucc can be computed in time O(k · max{1,
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log(n/k)}) using the previous and next pointers. The implementation of Mul-
tiInsert follows from the algorithm of [10] by observing that only the O(k ·
max{1, log(n/k)}) nodes visited by the merging need to have their associ-
ated min, max and max-gap information recomputed due to the inserted el-
ements, and the recomputation can be done in a traversal of these nodes in
time O(k ·max{1, log(n/k)}) using Equation 1.
We now consider the Multi-∆-Pred operation. The Multi-∆-Succ operation
is implemented symmetrically to the Multi-∆-Pred operation, and the details of
Multi-∆-Succ are therefore omitted. The first step of Multi-∆-Pred is to apply
MultiPred, such that for each ei we find the node vi with key(vi) = pred(T, ei).
By definition ∆-pred(T, δ, ei) = ∆-pred(T, δ, key(vi)). Figure 4 contains code
for computing ∆-pred(T, δ, key(vi)). The procedure ∆-pred(v, δ) finds for a
node v in T the node v′ with key(v′) = ∆-pred(T, δ, key(v)). The procedure
uses the two recursive procedures ∆-pred-max(v, δ) and ∆-pred-min(v, δ) which
find nodes v′ and v′′ satisfying respectively key(v′) = ∆-pred(Tv, δ, key(max(v)))
and key(v′′) = ∆-pred(T, δ, key(min(v))). Note that ∆-pred-max only has
search domain Tv. The search ∆-pred(v, δ) basically proceeds in two steps:
in the first step a path from v is followed upwards to some ancestor w of v
using ∆-pred-min, and in the second step a path is followed from w to the
descended of w with key ∆-pred(T, δ, key(v)) using ∆-pred-max. See Figure 3
for a possible search path.
A ∆-predecessor search can be done in time O(log n), implying that we can
find k ∆-predecessors in time O(k log n). To improve this time bound we apply
dynamic programming. Observe that each call to ∆-pred-min corresponds
to following a child-parent edge and each call to ∆-pred-max corresponds to
following a parent-child edge. By memorizing the results of the calls to ∆-pred-
min and ∆-pred-max it follows that each edge is “traversed” in each direction
at most once, that all calls to ∆-pred-min and textsf∆-pred-max correspond
to edges in at most k leaf-to-root paths.
From [10, Lemma 6] we have the statement: If T is a height-balanced tree
with n nodes, and T ′ is a subtree of T with at most k leaves, then T ′ contains
O(k·max{1, log(n/k)}) nodes and edges. We conclude that Multi-∆-Pred takes
time O(k ·max{1, log(n/k)}), since the time required for the k calls to ∆-Pred
is O(k) plus the number of non-memorized recursive calls. 2
The “smaller-half trick” states that if each node v in a binary tree supplies
a term O(k), where k is the number of leaves in the smallest subtree rooted
at a child of v, then the sum over all terms is O(N logN). The “smaller-half
trick” is essential to the running time of several methods for finding tandem
repeats [6, 11, 26]. Our method for finding maximal quasiperiodic substrings
uses a stronger version of the “smaller-half trick” hinted at in [22, Exercise 35]
and stated in Lemma 6. The lemma implies that we at every node in a binary
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proc ∆-pred(v, δ)
if left(v) 6= nil and key(v)− key(max(left(v))) > δ
return v




if right(v) 6= nil and (max-gap(right(v)) > δ or key(min(right(v))) − key(v) > δ)
return ∆-pred-max(right(v), δ))




if parent(v) = nil
return min(v)
if v = left(parent(v))
return ∆-pred-min(parent(v), δ)
if key(min(v)) − key(parent(v)) > δ
return min(v)
if left(parent(v)) 6= nil and key(parent(v)) − key(max(left(parent(v)))) > δ
return parent(v)
if left(parent(v)) 6= nil and max-gap(left(parent(v))) > δ
return ∆-pred-max(left(parent(v)), δ))
return ∆-pred-min(parent(v), δ)
Figure 4: Code for computing the ∆-predecessor of a node in an extended
height-balanced tree.
tree with N leaves can perform a fixed number of the operations stated in
Theorem 3, with n and k as stated in the lemma, in total time O(N logN).
Lemma 6 If each internal node v in a binary tree with N leaves supplies a
term O(k log(n/k)), where n is the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at v
and k ≤ n/2 is the number of leaves in the smallest subtree rooted at a child
of v, then the sum over all terms is O(N logN).
Proof. As the terms are O(k log(n/k)) we can find constants, a and b, such
that the terms are upper bounded by a+ bk log(n/k). We will by induction in
the number of leaves of the binary tree prove that the sum is upper bounded
by (N − 1)a+ bN logN = O(N logN).
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If the tree is a leaf then the upper bound holds vacuously. Now assume
inductively that the upper bound holds for all trees with at most N−1 leaves.
Consider a tree with N leaves where the number of leaves in the subtrees
rooted at the two children of the root are k and N − k where 0 < k ≤ N/2.
According to the induction hypothesis the sum over all nodes in these two
subtrees, i.e. the sum over all nodes of in the tree except the root, is bounded
by (k − 1)a+ bk log k+ ((N − k)− 1)a+ b(N − k) log(N − k). The the entire
sum is thus bounded by
a+ bk log(N/k) + (k − 1)a+bk log k + ((N − k)− 1)a+ b(N − k) log(N − k)
= (N − 1)a+ bk logN + b(N − k) log(N − k)
< (N − 1)a+ bk logN + b(N − k) logN
= (N − 1)a+ bN logN
which proves the lemma. 2
5 Algorithm
The algorithm to find all maximal quasiperiodic substrings in a string S first
constructs the suffix tree T (S) of S in time O(n) using any existing suffix tree
construction algorithm, e.g. [13, 21, 29, 30], and then processes T (S) in two
phases. Each phase involves one or more traversals of T (S). In the first phase
the algorithm identifies all nodes of T (S) with a superprimitive path-label. In
the second phase the algorithm reports the maximal quasiperiodic substrings
in S. This is done by reporting the coalescing runs at the nodes which in the
first phase were identified to have superprimitive path-labels.
To identify nodes with superprimitive path-labels we apply the concepts of
questions, characteristic occurrences of a path-label, and sentinels of a node.
Let v be a non-leaf node in T (S) and u 6= v an ancestor node of v in T (S).
Let v1 and v2 be the two leftmost children of v, and i1 = min(LL(v1)) and
i2 = min(LL(v2)). A question posed to u is a triple (i, j, v) where i ∈ LL(v) ⊂
LL(u) and j = i+ |L(v)| − |L(u)| ∈ LL(u), and the answer to the question is
true if and only if i and j are in the same coalescing run at u. We define the two
occurrences of L(v) at positions i1 and i2 to be the characteristic occurrences
of L(v), and define the sentinels v̂1 and v̂2 of v as the positions immediately
after the two characteristic occurrences of L(v), i.e. v̂1 = i1 + |L(v)| and
v̂2 = i2 + |L(v)|. Since i1 and i2 are indices in leaf-lists of two distinct children
of v, we have S[v̂1] 6= S[v̂2]. In the following we let SL(v) be the list of the
sentinels of the nodes in the subtree rooted at v in T (S). Since there are two
sentinels for each non-leaf node |SL(v)| ≤ 2|LL(v)| − 2.
Theorem 1 implies the following technical lemma which forms the basis for
detecting nodes with superprimitive path-labels in T (S).
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Lemma 7 The path-label L(v) is quasiperiodic if and only if there exists a
sentinel v̂ of v, and an ancestor w of v (possibly w = v) for which there exists
j ∈ LL(w)∩ ]v̂−2·min-gap(LL(w)) ; v̂[ such that (v̂−|L(v)|, j, v) is a question
that can be posed and answered successfully at an ancestor node u 6= v of w
(possibly u = w) with |L(u)| = v̂ − j and min-gap(LL(u)) > |L(u)|/2.
Proof. If there exists a question (v̂−|L(v)|, v̂−|L(u)|, v) that can be answered
successfully at u, then v̂ − |L(v)| and v̂ − |L(u)| are in the same run at u, i.e.
L(u) covers L(v) and L(v) is quasiperiodic.
If L(v) is quasiperiodic, we have from Theorem 1 that there for i` =
v̂`−|L(v)|, where ` = 1 or ` = 2, exists an ancestor node u 6= v of v where both
i` and i`+|L(v)|−|L(u)| belong to a coalescing run at u and min-gap(LL(u)) >
|L(u)|/2. The lemma follows by letting w = u and j = v̂` − |L(u)|. 2
Since j and v̂ uniquely determines the question (v̂ − |L(v)|, j, v), it fol-
lows that in order to decide the superprimitivity of all nodes it is sufficient
for each node w to find all pairs (v̂, j) where v̂ ∈ SL(w) and j ∈ LL(w) ∩
]v̂ − 2 ·min-gap(LL(w)) ; v̂[, or equivalently j ∈ LL(w) and v̂ ∈ SL(w) ∩
]j ; j + 2 ·min-gap(LL(w))[. Furthermore, if v̂ and j result in a question at w,
but j ∈ LL(w′) and v̂ ∈ SL(w′) for some child w′ of w, then v̂ and j result
in the same question at w′ since min-gap(LL(w′)) ≥ min-gap(LL(w)), i.e. we
only need to find all pairs (v̂, j) at w where v̂ and j come from two distinct
children of w. We can now state the details of the algorithm.
Phase I – Marking nodes with quasiperiodic path-labels
In Phase I we mark all nodes in T (S) that have a quasiperiodic path-label
by performing three traversals of T (S). We first make a depth-first traver-
sal of T (S) where we for each node v compute min-gap(LL(v)). We do this
by constructing for each node v a search tree TLL(v) that stores LL(v) and
supports the operations in Section 4. In particular the root of TLL(v) should
store the value min-gap(TLL(v)) to be assigned to v. If v is a leaf, TLL(v)
only contains the index annotated to v. If v is an internal node, we con-
struct TLL(v) by merging the TLL trees of the children of v from left-to-right
when these have been computed. If the children of v are v1, . . . , vk we merge
TLL(v1), . . . , TLL(vi+1) by performing a binary merge of TLL(vi+1) with the
result of merging TLL(v1), . . . , TLL(vi). As a side effect of computing TLL(v)
the TLL trees of the children of v are destroyed. We pose and answer ques-
tions in two traversals of T (S) explained below as Step 1 and Step 2. For each
node v we let Q(v) contain the list of questions posed at v. Inititially Q(v) is
empty.
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Step 1 (Generating questions) In this step we perform a depth-first
traversal of T (S). At each node v we construct search trees TLL(v) and TSL(v)
which store respectively LL(v) and SL(v) and support the operations men-
tioned in Section 4. For a non-leaf node v with leftmost children v1 and v2, we
compute the sentinels of v as v̂1 = min(TLL(v1)) and v̂2 = min(TLL(v2)). The
TLL trees need to be recomputed since these are destroyed in the first traversal
of T (S). The computation of TSL(v) is done similarly to the computation of
TLL(v) by merging the TSL lists of the children of v from left-to-right, except
that after the merging the TSL trees of the children we also need to insert the
two sentinels v̂1 and v̂2 in TSL(v).
We visit node v, and call it the current node, when the TLL and TSL trees
at the children of v are available. During the depth-first traversal we maintain
an array depth such that depth(k) is a reference to the node u on the path from
the current node to the root with |L(u)| = k if such a node exists. Otherwise
depth(k) has the value undef. We maintain depth by setting depth(|L(u)|) to u
when we arrive at u from its parent, and setting depth(|L(u)|) to undef when
we return from u to its parent.
When v is the current node we have from Lemma 7 that it is sufficient
to generate questions for pairs (ŵ, j) where ŵ and j come from two different
children of v. We do this while merging the TLL and TSL trees of the children.
Let the children of v be v1, . . . , vk. Assume LLi = LL(v1) ∪ · · · ∪ LL(vi) and
SLi = SL(v1) ∪ · · · ∪ SL(vi) has been computed as TLLi and TSLi and we
are in the process of computing LLi+1 and SLi+1. The questions we need
to generate while computing LLi+1 and SLi+1 are those where j ∈ LLi and
ŵ ∈ SL(vi+1) or j ∈ LL(vi+1) and ŵ ∈ SLi. Assume j ∈ TLL and ŵ ∈ TSL,
where either TLL = TLLi and TSL = TSL(vi+1) or TLL = TLL(vi+1) and
TSL = TSLi . There are two cases. If |TLL| ≤ |TSL| we locate each j ∈ TLL
in TSL by performing a MultiSucc operation. Using the next pointers we can
then for each j report those ŵ ∈ TSL where ŵ ∈ ]j ; j + min-gap(v)[. If
|TLL| > |TSL| we locate each ŵ ∈ TSL in TLL by performing a MultiPred
operation. Using the previous pointers we can then for each ŵ report those
j ∈ TSL where j ∈ ]ŵ −min-gap(v) ; ŵ[. The two sentinels v̂1 and v̂2 of v
are handled similarly to the later case by performing two searches in TLL(v)
and using the previous pointers to generate the required pairs involving the
sentinels v̂1 and v̂2 of v.
For a pair (ŵ, j) generated at the current node v we generate a question
(ŵ−|L(w)|, j, w) about descendent w of v with sentinel ŵ and pose the question
at ancestor u = depth(ŵ − j) by inserting (ŵ − |L(w)|, j, w) into Q(u). If u
does not exists, i.e. depth(ŵ − j) is undef, or min-gap(LL(u)) ≤ |L(u)|/2 then
no question is posed.
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Step 2 (Answering questions) Let Q(v) be the set of questions posed at
node v in Step 1. If there is a coalescing run R in C(v) and a question (i, j, w)
in Q(v) such that minR ≤ i < j ≤ maxR, then i and j are in the same
coalescing run at v and we mark node w as having a quasiperiodic path-label.
We identify each coalescing run R in C(v) by the tuple (minR,maxR). We
answer question (i, j, w) in Q(v) by deciding if there is a run (minR,maxR)
in C(v) such that minR ≤ i < j ≤ maxR. If the questions (i, j, w) in Q(v)
and runs (minR,maxR) in C(v) are sorted lexicographically, we can answer
all questions by a linear scan through Q(v) and C(v). In the following we
describe how to generate C(v) in sorted order and how to sort Q(v).
Constructing coalecsing runs The coalescing runs are generated in a
traversal of T (S). At each node v we construct TLL(v) storing LL(v). We
construct TLL(v) by merging the TLL trees of the children of v from left-to-
right. A coalescing run R in LL(v) contains an index from at least two distinct
children of v, i.e. there are indices i′ ∈ LL(v1) and i′′ ∈ LL(v2) in R for two
distinct children v1 and v2 of v such that i
′ < i′′ are neighbors in LL(v) and
i′′ − i′ ≤ |L(v)|. We say that i′ is a seed of R. We identify R by the tuple
(minR,maxR). We have minR = ∆-pred(LL(v), |L(v)|, i′) and maxR = ∆-
succ(LL(v), |L(v)|, i′).
To construct C(v) we collect seeds ir1 , ir2 , . . . , irk of every coalescing run
in LL(v) in sorted order. This done by checking while merging the TLL trees
of the children of v if an index gets a new neighbor in which case the in-
dex can be identified as a seed. Since each insertion at most generates two
seeds we can collect all seeds into a sorted list while performing the merg-
ing. From the seeds we can compute the first and last index of the coa-
lesing runs by doing Multi-∆-Pred(TLL(v), |L(v)|, ir1 , ir2 , . . . , irk) and Multi-
∆-Succ(TLL(v), |L(v)|, ir1 , ir2 , . . . , irk). Since we might have collected several
seeds of the same run, the list of coalescing runs R1, R2, . . . , Rk might contain
duplets which can be removed by reading through the list once. Since the
seeds is collected in sorted order, the resulting list of runs is also sorted.
Sorting the questions We collect the elements in Q(v) for every node v
in T (S) into a single list Q that contains all question (i, j, w) posed at nodes
in T (S). We annotate every element in Q with the node v it was collected
from. By construction every question (i, j, w) posed at a node in T (S) satisfies
that 0 ≤ i < j < n. We can thus sort the elements in Q lexicographically
with respect to i and j using radix sort. After sorting the elements in Q we
distribute the questions back to the proper nodes in sorted order by a linear
scan through Q.
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Phase II – Reporting maximal quasiperiodic substrings
After Phase I all nodes that have a quasiperiodic path-label are marked, i.e.
all unmarked nodes are nodes that have a superprimitive path-label. By The-
orem 2 we report all maximal quasiperiodic substrings by reporting the coa-
lescing runs at every node that has a superprimitive path-label. In a traversal
of the marked suffix tree we as in Phase I construct C(v) at every unmarked
node and report for every R in C(v) the triple (minR,maxR, |L(v)|) that
identifies the corresponding maximal quasiperiodic substring.
6 Running time
In every phase of the algorithm we traverse the suffix tree and construct at
each node v search trees that stores LL(v) and/or SL(v). At every node v we
construct various lists by considering the children of v from left-to-right and
perform a constant number of the operations in Theorem 3. Since the overall
merging of information in T (S) is done by binary merging we by Lemma 6
have that this amounts to time O(n log n) in total. To generate and answer
questions we use time proportional to the total number of questions generated.
Lemma 8 state that the number of questions is bounded by O(n log n). We
conclude that the running time of the algorithm is O(n log n).
Lemma 8 At most O(n log n) questions are generated.
Proof. We prove that each of the 2n sentinels can at most result in the genera-
tion of O(log n) questions. Consider a sentinel ŵ of node w and assume that it
generates a question (ŵ−|L(w)|, j, w) at node v. Since ŵ− j < 2 ·min-gap(v),
j is either pred(LL(v), ŵ − 1) (a question of Type A) or the left neighbor of
pred(LL(v), ŵ − 1) in LL(v) (a question of Type B). For ŵ we first consider
all indices resulting in questions of Type A along the path from w to the root.
Note that this is an increasing sequence of indices. We now show that the
distance of ŵ to the indices is geometrically decreasing, i.e. there are at most
O(log n) questions generated of Type A. Let j and j′ be two consecutive in-
dices resulting in questions of Type A at node v and at an ancestor node u of
v. Since j < j′ < ŵ and j′ − j ≥ min-gap(u) and ŵ − j′ < 2 ·min-gap(u), we
have that ŵ− j′ < 23(ŵ− j). Similarly we can bound the number of questions
generated of Type B for sentinel ŵ by O(log n). 2
7 Achieving linear space
Storing the suffix tree T (S) uses space O(n). During a traversal of the suffix
tree we construct search trees as explained. Since no element, index or sentinel,
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at any time is stored in more than a constant number of search trees, storing
the search trees uses spaceO(n). Unfortunately, storing the sets C(v) andQ(v)
of coalescing runs and questions at every node v in the suffix tree uses space
O(n log n). To reduce the space consumption we must thus avoid to store C(v)
and Q(v) at all nodes simultaneously. The trick is to modify Phase I to
alternate between generating and answering questions.
We observe that generating questions and coalescing runs (Step 1 and the
first part of Step 2) can be done in a single traversal of the suffix tree. This
traversal is Part 1 of Phase I. Answering questions (the last part of Step 1)
is Part 2 of Phase I. To reduce the space used by the algorithm to O(n) we
modify Phase I to alternate in rounds between Part 1 (generating questions
and coalescing runs) and Part 2 (answering questions).
We say that node v is ready if C(v) is available and all questions from
it has been generated, i.e. Part 1 has been performed on it. If node v is
ready then all nodes in its subtree are ready. Since all questions to node v
are generated at nodes in its subtree, this implies that Q(v) is also available.
By definition no coalescing runs are stored at non-ready nodes and Lemma 9
states that only O(n) questions are stored at non-ready nodes. In a round
we produce ready nodes (perform Part 1) until the number of questions plus
coalescing runs stored at nodes readied in the round exceed n, we then answer
the questions (perform Part 2) at nodes readied in the round. After a round
we dispose questions and coalescing runs stored at nodes readied in the round.
We continue until all nodes in the suffix tree have been visited.
Lemma 9 There are at most O(n) questions stored at non-ready nodes.
Proof. Let v be a node in T (S) such that all nodes on the path from v to
the root are non-ready. Consider a sentinel ŵ corresponding to a node in
the subtree rooted at v. Assume that three questions (ŵ − |L(w)|, j′, w),
(ŵ − |L(w)|, j′′, w) and (ŵ − |L(w)|, j′′′, w) where j′ < j′′ < j′′′, because
of ŵ have been posed to ancestors of v, i.e. non-ready nodes. Consider
node u = depth(ŵ − j′). Since question (ŵ − |L(w)|, j′, w) is posed at u,
min-gap(LL(u)) > |L(u)|/2. Since j′, j′′, j′′′ ∈ LL(u) and j′′′ − j′ ≤ ŵ − j′ =
|L(u)|, min-gap(LL(u)) ≤ min{j′′ − j′, j′′′ − j′′} ≤ |L(u)|/2. This contradicts
that min-gap(LL(u)) > |L(u)|/2 and shows that each sentinel has generated
at most two questions to non-ready nodes. The lemma follows because there
are at most 2n sentinels in total. 2
Alternating between Part 1 and Part 2 clearly results in generating and
answering the same questions as if Part 1 and Part 2 were performed with-
out alternation. The correctness of the algorithm is thus unaffected by the
modification of Phase I. Now consider the running time. The running time
of a round can be divided into time spent on readying nodes (Part 1) and
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time spent on answering questions (Part 2). The total time spent on readying
nodes is clearly unaffected by the alternation. To conclude the same for the
total time spent on answering questions, we must argue that the time spend
on sorting the posed questions in each round is proportional to the time oth-
erwise spend in the round. The crucial observation is that each round takes
time Ω(n) for posing questions and identifying coalescing runs, implying that
the O(n) term in each radix sorting is neglectable. We conclude that the run-
ning time is unaffected by the modification of Phase I. Finally consider the
space used by the modified algorithm. Besides storing the suffix tree and the
search trees which uses space O(n), it only stores O(n) questions and coalesc-
ing runs at nodes readied in the current round (by construction of a round)
and O(n) questions at non-ready nodes (by Lemma 9). In summary we have
the following theorem.
Theorem 4 All maximal quasiperiodic substrings of a string of length n can
be found in time O(n log n) and space O(n).
8 Conclusion
We have presented an algorithm that finds all maximal quasiperiodic sub-
strings of a string of length n in time O(n log n) and space O(n). Besides
improving on a previous algorithm by Apostolico and Ehrenfeucht, the al-
gorithm demonstrates the usefulness of suffix trees combined with efficient
methods for merging and performing multiple searches in search trees. We
believe that the techniques presented in this paper could also be useful in
improving the running time of the algorithm for the string statistic problem
presented by Apostolico and Preparata [7] to O(n log n).
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